$HOLIDAY TOKEN WHITEPAPER
Mission
statement

$HOL is a community-driven reflections token on

the Binance Chain. Holders have the opportunity to
earn 8% BUSD passive income while the main projects focus is to put smiles on the less fortunate faces through charitable causes every holiday throughout the year, If we make you smile,
You will make the less fortunate have a reason to smile in return. A
few key features to be released is NFT staking and farming, Live
Charity events and development to manually claim your BUSD rewards on our website. The Holiday token team has a long term vision to open a school that will put children that cant afford education
into a school with an additional subject in the crypto space , mentoring and teaching them development , blockchain and trading , What
more better way than creating crypto experts from a young age?
The team
Holiday token is conformed by a team of experienced developers,
marketing specialist and public relations/sales specialists.
The group is Kyc’d on Pinksale, and will work together with 3rd parties to spread the word about this new token all across the internet
world.
Using marketing all across social media and in well-known platforms like Poocoin , CoinMarketCap , CoinGecko and Coinsniper we
expect a huge surge of adopters of Holiday token in a very short
period of time and this will continue on a daily basis due to our extensive marketing efforts.

The token
Holiday token will run on BSC network and it will have the capability
of giving 8% rewards to users in BUSD, meaning that for every buy
and sell of the token, the holders will receive an 8% of the amount
bought or sold by the person transacting with the contract. This will
be reached through the application of a 14% tax for buys and sells.
The tax will give the token and community the ability of being selfsustainable and economically independent. Long term holders of the
token will be able to enjoy these benefits throughout the years and
as the transaction volume of the token goes up the bigger these rewards will be.
The aim is to be able to generate a passive income to the holders for
them to do as they please with their money and to create the ability
to generate income for the project sustainability itself. In this way all
the marketing, third party payments, charity and liquidity will be
done throughout the tax applied within the tokenomics. Our inhouse
web developers will develop a web3 Dapp in order for holders to
manually claim BUSd rewards on the website. NFT staking and farming will be developed within 2 weeks which will allow the user to
mint 1.2X – 2X NFT’s randomly increasing their staking rewards on
an NFT farming and staking protocol.

Allocation of total Supply:

3% Pvt Sale
26% Presale
39.7% Burnt
18.3% Liquidity
8% Team Vesting (24 Weeks releasing a porting
every 21 Days) to be used for
development
5% Locked for 3 months for exchange
listing

Presale
Liquidity
Team
Exchange
PVT Sale
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Tokenomics
The tokenomics denote the tax that will be applied
to every transaction on our token as well as the token supply distribution.
The tax will be 14% on buy and 14% on sell this 14%
is aimed to solvent marketing,
rewards and project sustainability as listed below:

8% BUSD rewards:

This will give our holders the opportunity to
generate passive income just by holding our token getting rewards on stable coin BUSD making it easier for holders to
track rewards.
1% marketing : Marketing is an important asset for our token to
grow exponentially therefore it needs to be funded properly,
1% of every transaction will be destined to marketing and developing
2% liquidity: 2% of every transaction goes into the liquidity pool
for Pancake swap. It's automatic and helps create higher price
floors.
3% Buyback/Charity: 3% of every transaction goes to our Buy
Back / Charity wallet and it will be available to be viewed by
the community whom owns the voting rights to every
transaction and charity event.
Within the tokenomics aspect we have the
token supply distribution. Total token supply will be
1 quadrillion tokens.

The project
Holiday Token is a community driven token that aims to put
smiles on some less privileged faces every holiday season.
The community will decide where the
charity donations go to and the team will do live charity
events for the community , in time becoming a household
brand across the world and roping in businesses to the crypto scene will brining
them on board to make donations to our charities at the same time.
By holding Holiday Token you earn 8% rewards in BUSD , our first charity event
will be on Christmas eve so what better time than this to purchase a bag and
help the less fortunate?
Disclaimer
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns and there is no guarantee that the market price of coin will fully reflect their underlying net asset value.
NOT ADVICE: this
Whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by
HOLIDAY TOKEN, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on
the merits of purchasing tokens nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or
purchasing decision. Nothing on the platforms of reddit, discord, telegram, twitter, this white paper or website is,
or should be relied on as, a promise or representation in the future. HOLIDAY TOKEN or any party associates
makes no representation
regarding the likelihood or probability that any actual or proposed account
allocation will in fact achieve a particular investment outcome or goal. Please realize that cryptocurrencies have
the value that individuals associate with it. Be wise in investing money into any digital currency. Prices fluctuate
and tokens can be lost easily due to digital mishaps and other technical forms of theft even though
security above all else is our top priority incidents may occur. HOLIDAY TOKEN, it’s affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors and
consultants are not liable for any choices users make with HOLIDAY TOKEN is not a company or business. This is
an open source community token.
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this Whitepaper or its advisors as to
the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out
of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or
oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any
interested party or their advisors.

